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AIMS AND SCOPE

Bulletin of Chemical Reaction Engineering & Catalysis, an international journal, provides a forum for publishing the novel technologies related to the catalyst, catalysis, chemical reactor, kinetics, and chemical reaction engineering. Scientific articles dealing with the following topics in chemical reaction engineering, catalysis science, and engineering, catalyst preparation method and characterization, novel innovation of chemical reactor, kinetic studies, etc. are particularly welcome. However, articles concerned on the general chemical engineering process are not covered and out of the scope of this journal.

This journal encompasses Original Research Articles, Review Articles (only selected/invited authors), and Short Communications, including: fundamentals of catalyst and catalysis; fundamentals of chemical reaction engineering; kinetics studies of chemical reaction engineering; materials and nano-materials for catalyst; photocatalyst and photocatalysis; chemistry of catalyst and catalysis; applied chemical reaction engineering; applied catalysis; applied bio-catalysis; applied bio-reactor; membrane bioreactor; chemical reactor design (not process parameter optimization); catalyst regeneration; catalyst deactivation; surface chemistry of catalyst; bio-catalysis; enzymatic catalytic reaction (not process parameter optimization); kinetic studies of enzymatic reaction (not process parameter optimization); the industrial practice of catalysis; the industrial practice of chemical reactor engineering; application of plasma technology in catalysis and chemical reactor; and advanced technology for chemical reactors.

The manuscript articles should be submitted by online in MS Word / Open Office / PDF file format to Editorial Office through Online Submission interface at: https://ejournal2.undip.ac.id/index.php/bcrec. The Author must read the author guidelines of this journal first before submitting a manuscript.
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